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Disclaimer & advisories

Disclaimer
You must read the following before continuing. The following applies to this document, the presentation of the information in this document, and any question-and-answer session that may follow (collectively, the 
"Presentation"). In viewing the Presentation, you agree to be bound by the following terms andconditions.
While the information contained herein has been prepared in good faith, neither the Company nor any of its respective shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers give, have given or have 
authority to give, any representations or warranties (express or implied)  as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any revision thereof, or of any 
other written or oral information made or to be made available to any interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as "Information") and  liability therefore is expressly disclaimed to the 
fullest extent permitted by law. Accordingly, neither the Company, nor any of its respective shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability 
whether direct or indirect,  express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the accuracy or completeness of the Information or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, 
omissions or misstatements or for any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of this Presentation. This  Presentation is subject to material updating, revision and further amendment.
This Presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment advice or recommendation by the Company, or any of its respective shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers. In 
particular, this Presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities and neither this Presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or 
commitment whatsoever. The reader must make its own independent assessment of the Company after making such investigations and taking such advice as may be deemed necessary. In particular, any 
estimates or projections or opinions contained herein necessarily involve significant elements of subjective judgment, analysis and assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters.
This Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy securities in any jurisdiction where such offer or sale is prohibited. This Presentation may not, except in compliance with any 
applicable exemption under applicable securities law, be taken or transmitted into any jurisdiction or distributed to any person resident in any jurisdiction. The distribution of this Presentation in or to persons in a 
jurisdiction may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may 
constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction.

In Canada, this Presentation is for delivery only to "accredited investors" as defined in National Instrument 45-106 – Prospectus and Registration Exemptions. In the case of other jurisdictions, this Presentation is 
for delivery only to those persons referred to in the sections of this  disclaimer below that are specific to those jurisdictions. Any other person who receives this Presentation should not rely or act upon it. By 
accepting this Presentation and not immediately returning it, the recipient represents and warrants that they are a person who falls within one or more of the  above descriptions of persons entitled to receive the 
Presentation. This Presentation is not to be disclosed to any other person or used for any other purpose. 
United  Kingdom

This Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person pursuant to Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 ("FSMA") and accordingly it is being distributed in the United Kingdom 
only to persons falling within the categories set out in article 19 (Investment  professionals) or article 49 (High net worth companies, unincorporated associations etc) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 
2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005. It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class or persons in the United Kingdom and  persons of any description other than as 
described in this paragraph should not rely or act upon this Presentation. This presentation has not been approved as a prospectus by the UK Financial Conduct Authority ("FCA") under Section 87A of FSMA 
and has not been filed with the FCA pursuant to  the United Kingdom Prospectus Rules. No offer of securities in the Company is being or will be made in the United Kingdom in circumstances which would require 
such a prospectus to be  prepared.

United States

This document does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, securities in the United States or any other jurisdiction. Any such offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy the securities 
described herein or during the presentation will be made only pursuant to subscription documentation between the Company and prospective purchasers. Any such offering will be made in the United States in 
reliance upon an exemption from registration under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the " Securities Act"), for an offer and sale of securities that does not involve  a public offering, and the offer and 
sale of the securities will be conditioned on the receipt of representations, warranties and agreements of prospective purchasers to establish that exemption.
In the United States, this Presentation is for delivery only to "accredited investors" as defined in Regulation D promulgated under the Securities Act. The information contained in this Presentation has not been 
reviewed or approved by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission or any state  securities regulatory authority. Any representation to the contrary is unlawful. This Presentation does not include a complete 
description of the Company or any offering. Any offer of securities of the Company will be made in the United States only pursuant to a placement letter or subscription  agreement and the provisions of applicable 
law. Copies of the placement letter or subscription agreement and related subscription documents will be provided to prospective investors by the Company. Any securities to be offered for sale by the Company 
are not expected to be registered in the  United States under the Securities Act or under any state securities laws and it is anticipated that any such securities offered or sold in the United States will be exempt from 
registration pursuant to Section 4(a)(2) and Regulation D promulgated under the Securities Act. As a result, such securities  cannot be resold unless subsequently registered under applicable securities law or 
unless an exemption from such registration is available. Further, each person to which any securities of the Company are offered in the United States will be required to represent, among other things, that such  
person is an "accredited investor" as that term is defined in Regulation D promulgated under the Securities Act.
THE SECURITIES HAVE NOT BEEN APPROVED OR DISAPPROVED BY THE UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION OR ANY STATE SECURITIES COMMISSION NOR HAS 
THE UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION OR ANY  STATE SECURITIES COMMISSION PASSED UPON THE ACCURACY OR ADEQUACY OF THIS COMMUNICATION. ANY 
REPRESENTATION TO THE CONTRARY IS A CRIMINAL OFFENSE.
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Forward Looking Statements Information
Certain statements in this presentation are forward looking statements and information (collectively “forward looking statements”), within the meaning of the applicable Canadian securities legislation, as well as other 
applicable international securities laws.  The forward looking statements contained in this presentation are forward-looking and not historical facts.
Some of the forward looking statements may be identified by statements that express, or involve discussions as to expectations, beliefs, plans, objectives, assumptions or future events or performance (often, but not 
always, through the use of phrases such as “will likely result”, “are expected to”, “will continue”, “is anticipated”, “is targeting”, “estimated”, “intend”, “plan”, “guidance”, “objective”, “projection”, “aim”, “goals”, “target”, 
“schedules”, and “outlook”).
In particular, forward-looking statements in this presentation include, but are not limited to statements regarding the ODP revision for Nam Du/U Minh to reflect a standalone development; the acceleration of 
commercialisation based on Jadestone’s preferred path; the Company’s preparations to enter design phase (FEED, FDP studies, GSAs) upon ODP approval; the delay of the 46/07 commitment well to align with 
development drilling; the finalisation of a reserves evaluation for Ogan Komering; the close engagement with Pertamina and high level Government officials on JSE’s participation in the Ogan Komering PSC beyond 
expiry; the Government’s intention to prioritise JSE as an existing partner in the Ogan Komering PSC; the negotiation of improved Gross Split PSC terms in the new PSC; the Company’s efforts to continue to exit 
non-strategic exploration; the Company’s future exploration activities including no significant incremental exploration activity for the remainder of the year; and the resolution of PVN pre-emption of 05-1b&c.
Because actual results or outcomes could differ materially from those expressed in any forward looking statements, investors should not place undue reliance on any such forward looking statements. By their nature, 
forward looking statements involve numerous assumptions, inherent risks and uncertainties, both general and specific, which contribute to the possibility that the predicted outcomes will not occur. Some of these 
risks, uncertainties and other factors are similar to those faced by other oil and gas companies and some are unique to Jadestone. 
In addition, statements relating to “reserves” and “resources” are deemed to be forward looking statements as they involve the implied assessment based on certain estimates and assumptions that the reserves or 
resources described can be profitable produced in the future.  There are numerous uncertainties inherent in estimating quantities of reserves and resources and in projecting future rates of production and the timing 
of development expenditures.  The total amount or timing of actual future production may vary from reserve, resource and production estimates.  

Certain of the information in this presentation is “financial outlook” within the meaning of applicable securities laws.  The purpose of this financial outlook is to provide readers with disclosure regarding the Company’s 
reasonable expectations as to the anticipated results of its proposed business activities.  Readers are cautioned that this financial outlook may not be appropriate for other purposes.
Although the Company believes that the expectations reflected by the forward looking statements presented in this presentation are reasonable, the Company’s forward looking statements have been based on 
assumptions and factors concerning future events that may prove to be inaccurate. Those assumptions and factors are based on information currently available to the Company about itself and the businesses in 
which it operates. Information used in developing forward looking statements has been acquired from various sources including third party consultants, suppliers, regulators and other sources. 

The Company’s condensed consolidated interim unaudited financial statements for the quarter ended June 30, 2017, and other documents filed with securities regulatory authorities (accessible through the SEDAR 
website www.sedar.com) describe risks, material assumptions and other factors that could influence actual results and are incorporated herein by reference. 
New factors emerge from time to time and it is not possible for management to predict all of such factors and to assess in advance the impact of each such factor on the Company’s business or the extent to which 
any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statement. The impact of any one factor on a particular forward-looking statement is not 
determinable with certainty as such factors are dependent upon other factors, and the Company's course of action would depend upon management’s assessment of the future considering all information available to 
it at the relevant time. Any forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date on which such statement is made and, except as required by applicable securities laws, the Company undertakes no obligation to 
update any forward-looking statement to reflect events or circumstances after the date on which such statement is made or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. 

Non-GAAP Measures  
This presentation contains certain terms which do not have any standardised meanings prescribed by IFRS and are therefore unlikely to be comparable to similar measures presented by other issuers.  None of these 
measurements are used to enhance the Company's reported financial performance or position.  With the exception of EBITDAX and free cash flow, there are no comparable measures to these non-GAAP measures 
in accordance with IFRS.  The following non-GAAP measures are considered to be useful as complementary measures in assessing Jadestone’s financial performance, efficiency and liquidity: 

l "Free cash flow" or "FCF" is a non-GAAP measure which should not be considered an alternative to, or more meaningful than, "cash flow – operating activities" as determined in accordance with IFRS, as 
an indicator of financial performance.  Free cash flow is presented in this presentation to assist management and investors in analysing operating performance by business in the stated period.  Free cash 
flow equals net earnings (loss) plus items not affecting cash which include accretion, depletion, depreciation, amortisation and impairment, inventory write-downs to net realisable value, exploration and 
evaluation expenses, deferred income taxes (recoveries), foreign exchange (gain) loss, stock-based compensation, loss (gain) on sale of property, plant, and equipment, unrealised mark to market loss 
(gain), and other non-cash items less capital spending.

l "EBITDAX" is a non-GAAP measure which should not be considered an alternative to, or more meaningful than, "net earnings (loss)" as determined in accordance with IFRS, as an indicator of financial 
performance.  EBITDAX is presented in this presentation to assist management and investors in analysing operating performance by business in the stated period.  EBITDA equals net earnings (loss) plus 
finance expenses (income), provisions for (recovery of) income taxes, and depletion, depreciation and amortisation and exploration expense.   
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l "Operating netback" is a common non-GAAP metric used in the oil and gas industry.  This measure assists management and investors to evaluate the specific operating performance by product at the oil and 
gas lease level.  Operating netback is calculated as realised price less royalties, operating costs and transportation costs on a per unit basis. 

l "Sustaining capital" is the additional development capital that is required by the business to maintain production and operations at existing levels.  Development capital includes the cost to drill, complete, equip 
and tie-in wells to existing infrastructure.  Sustaining capital does not have any standardised meaning and therefore should not be used to make comparisons to similar measures presented by other issuers. 

l "Cash break-even" reflects the estimated Brent oil price per barrel priced in US dollars required in order to generate funds flow from operations equal to the Company’s sustaining capital requirements in US 
dollars over a forward-looking 12-month period.  This assumption is based on holding several variables constant throughout the period, including:  foreign exchange rate, estimated production levels, and other 
factors consistent with normal oil and gas company operations.  Cash break-even is used to assess the impact of changes in Brent oil prices on the net earnings of the Company and could impact future 
investment decisions.   

Oil, Natural Gas and Natural Gas Liquids Information

The oil, natural gas and natural gas liquids information in this Presentation has been prepared in accordance with National Instrument 51-101 – Standards of Disclosure for Oil and Gas Activities and the 
Canadian Oil and Gas Evaluation Handbook (the "COGE Handbook"). Terms related to  resources classifications referred to in this document are based on definitions and guidelines in the COGE Handbook 
which are as follows.
A barrel of oil equivalent ("BOE") is determined by converting a volume of natural gas to barrels using the ratios of six thousand cubic feet ("Mcf") to one barrel. BOEs may be misleading, particularly if used in 
isolation. A BOE conversion ratio of 6 Mcf:1 BOE is based on an energy equivalency  conversion method primarily applicable at the burner tip and does not represent a value equivalency at the wellhead. Given 
that the value ratio based on the current price of oil as compared to natural gas is significantly different from the energy equivalency of 6:1, utilsiing a conversion on a 6:1  basis may be misleading as an 
indication of value.

Note to U.S. Readers
The Company reports its reserves and resources information in accordance with Canadian practices and specifically in accordance with National Instrument 51-101 Standards of Disclosure for Oil and Gas Activities, 
adopted by the Canadian securities regulators.  Because the Company is permitted to prepare its reserves and resources information in accordance with Canadian disclosure requirements, it may use certain terms 
in that disclosure that U.S. oil and gas companies generally do not include or may be prohibited from including in their filings with the SEC. 

Presentation
Certain figures contained in this Presentation, including financial and oil and gas information, have been subject to rounding adjustments. Accordingly, in certain instances, the sum or percentage change of the 
numbers contained in the Presentation may not conform exactly with the total figure given. All currency is expressed in US dollars unless otherwise directed. 
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Jadestone Energy, corporate overview
Snapshot

As at, US$mm Jun-17 Jun-16

Cash 15.1 4.8

Total assets 228.8 116.4

Book equity 112.5 114.3

For the quarter to, US$mm Jun-17 Jun-16

Revenue 18.1 —

Adjusted EBITDAX (2.9) (1.9)

Net cash from operations (8.1) (3.7)

Jadestone is currently trading at a steep discount to its NAV and its book equity

Overview Financial Statement extract

Market snapshot

1 An independent reserves evaluation for Ogan Komering will be undertaken once Jadestone’s participation is confirmed in the new PSC
2 Includes 32.1mm boe for 05-1b&c (24% working interest, net of Petrovietnam’s 20% back-in right).  The acquisition of 05-1b&c remains subject to Petrovietnam’s statutory pre-emption right

l Independent upstream oil & gas company

l Southeast Asia and Australia focus, onshore and shallow-water offshore

l 4,300-4,800 boe/d production in Australia and Indonesia, large 
discovered/appraised gas resource base in Vietnam and Indonesia

— 17.8mm bbls of 2P oil reserves, excluding Ogan Komering1

— 167.3mm boe of 2C gas and oil2

l Management team with deep experience in-region, spanning subsurface, 
operations, commercial and finance

— Specialisation as region’s leading second phase operator

l Debt free and existing business fully funded

l Substantial embedded value in the portfolio, including

— Infill drilling in Australia (Stag)

— Development of fully appraised gas in Southeast and Southwest 
Vietnam (05-1b&c, Nam Du, and U Minh)

— Discovered gas in South Sumatra (Ogan Komering)

l Shareholder backing from some of the world’s leading institutional 
investors

Market snapshot, CVE:JSE

Share price Sep 1, 2017, C$/share 0.39

Fully diluted shares on issue, mm 221.3

Equity value, US$mm 69.6

Net debt/(cash) Jun 30, 2017, US$mm (15.1)

Firm value, US$mm 54.5
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Jadestone Energy, portfolio overview and NAV
Snapshot

Select blocks, ordered by expected commercialisation1

Block W.I. (%)
2P

(mm boe)
2C

(mm boe) Operator
Target production 
(net WI) / status

Stag 100% 17.8
(100%) 1 N/A Jadestone 3,000-3,500bbl/d

Ogan
Kom’g 50% Reserves estimated 

with new PSC
JOB with 
Pertamina ~1,300 boe/d

05-1b&c2 30% N/A 32.12

(17.8%) Idemitsu Subject to PVN 
pre-emption2

Nam Du 100% N/A 23.1
(0.0%) Jadestone Sanction 2018

U Minh 100% N/A 11.3
(6.2%) Jadestone Sanction 2018

Tho Chu 100% N/A 75.4
(17.8%) Jadestone Suspend develop’t

awaiting ullage

SC56 25% N/A 25.4
(5.9%) TOTAL Subject to further 

appraisal

1 2P reserves and/or 2C resources are per independent reserves evaluations by ERC Equipose (Stag as of Mar 31, 2017, 05-1b&c as of Jul 1, 2016) and LR Senergy (Nam Du, U Minh, Tho Chu, and SC56 as of 
Jan 1, 2016).  Per cent. amounts in italicised brackets represent the portion of estimated volumes comprising liquids
2 The proposed acquisition of 05-1b&c remains subject to Petrovietnam’s potential pre-emption. There is no certainty that Jadestone can close the transaction.  2C resource is Jadestone’s net 24% working interest 
after Petrovietnam’s 20% back-in right
3 NAV excludes cash on hand and is based on management base case.  Upsides comprise the remaining unrisked Hart upside, Ogan Komering exploration upside and Nam Du upside

8%
2%

24%

21%
13%

12%

7%

13%
Stag OK

05-1b&c Nam Du

U Minh Tho Chu

SC56 Upside

NAV = US$ 994mm3

3

SC57
127

46/07
51

SC56

Stag

Core area

Core 
area

05-1b&c2

Ogan
Komering

Core 
area

2

Subject to PVN 
pre-emption
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Southeast Asia is a highly compelling energy market
High GDP growth rates, growing gas deficits, rising gas prices, 
and leading global E&P margins
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Jadestone Energy strategic focus
Asia Pacific strategic focus, a proven business model, and resilient Balance Sheet

Deep APAC experience
Portfolio focus on basins/regions 
consistent with Jadestone’s prior 
operating experience, technical 

knowledge, relationships & 
history of value creation

Strong Balance 
Sheet

Maintain a fully
funded and cashflow

resilient portfolio, and a 
robust Balance Sheet

Operating capability
End-to-end technical and 

commercial operating 
capabilities, with a specialisation

as the leading second phase 
operator in Asia Pacific

Balanced portfolio
Balanced portfolio of 

production and 
development assets with 

additional growth from low 
risk exploration

Focused approach
Focus on select core areas in 
APAC, a region with growing 

energy demand, industry leading 
margins and returns, and 

cashflow resiliency

Value creation
Prioritise margin 

improvement and accretive 
growth, delivering exceptional 

value through development 
and our experienced second 
phase operating capabilities

Committed to safety in everything we do, end-to-end capabilities, delivering exceptional returns
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Jadestone Energy investment case
Delivering exceptional growth, value and cashflow through operating 
capability, technical excellence, regional knowledge and relationships

Proven 
management 
team

l Track record of exceptional value creation & entrepreneurial flair; deep experience with oil majors and large-cap 
E&P

l End-to-end capabilities through the upstream life cycle; world class second phase specialisation

Highly investable 
low cost & high 
margin markets

l Stable jurisdictions, high GDP growth rates, rising domestic gas demand & prices, established gas infrastructure
l Continued retrenchment by majors & independents, leaving a growing vacuum for a strong capable operator

Stable production 
today with visible 
near term growth

l Free cashflow production of ~4,300-4,800 boe/d, cashflow positive at low oil prices
l De-risked development from Vietnam gas-to-power fully appraised gas developments, infill drilling at Stag, and 

development of discovered gas in Ogan Komering

05-1b&c1: a high 
quality asset

l 32.1 mmboe 2C (net1) gas & oil, shallow water block with compelling fiscal terms & very large cost pool
l Imminent FID, 160mmscf/d production in 2020 (gross)
l Simple production design solution, with ullage in export pipeline and power stations

Tailored 
exploration focus

l Infield, cost recoverable and/or low risk near-field exploration for early commercialisation
l High-impact carried exploration

Focused value / 
growth / cashflow 
resilient strategy

l Narrow region / basin focus, unlocking value in production & near term development via multiple levers
l Diversification of oil production + oil price upside in a royalty regime, with oil and fixed price domestic gas 

production in Southeast Asia’s PSC environment
l Maintaining a fully funded and cashflow resilient portfolio and Balance Sheet

l Accretive producing & appraised development opportunities with multiple infield upside options
l Consistent with management’s operating experience, technical knowledge, relationships & track record

High impact 
inorganic growth 
opportunities

1 The acquisition of 05-1b&c remains subject to Petrovietnam’s statutory pre-emption right.  2C resource is Jadestone’s 24% net working interest, net of Petrovietnam’s 20% back-in right
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New leadership
Paul Blakeley brings a wealth of knowledge and experience to 
Jadestone with a very impressive track record running Talisman’s APAC business

l Jadestone Energy is led by Paul Blakeley, who 
ran Talisman’s Asia Pacific business from 2005 
and spent the prior 30 years working at Talisman 
and a number of IOCs. Other members of the
leadership team—specifically commercial, 
technical and country managers—have been 
identified by Paul from the former TLM team and 
have joined Jadestone, or have an intent to join 
as the business grows

l Paul and his leadership team built TLM Asia 
Pacific from a two-asset business with ~45mboed 
into a 500mmbbl 2P / 150mboed / ~$6-7bn NAV / 
high ROC / high cash generation portfolio, virtually 
independent of the TLM parent. It grew through 
discoveries and acquisitions, and delivered on 
improving performance in all operated and 
acquired assets

l This created Asia Pacific’s largest and most 
successful, predominantly operated, E&P 
business in the last 10 years, generating 
production CAGRs of over 11%, annual free cash 
flow in excess of US$500mm, and multiples of 
capital invested greater than 3x

Paul Blakeley 
Chairman & CEO

Aug2001
Acquired block  
PM-3CAA, 
Malaysia

Talisman Asia-Pacific timeline

Sep2003
PM-3 CAA project,  
producing over 19
mboe/d inQ4

Oct 2005
Acquired interests in  
SoutheastSumatra,
ONWJ &Australia

May1993
Entry into  
Indonesia

Aug 1994
Acquired interests  
in Corridor & OK
Block

Oct 1998
Corridor Gas Project  
commissioned

Jan 2010
Acquired  
Jambi Merang
PSC

Apr 2011
Jambi  
Merang first
gas

May2013
Firstoil  
from
HST/HSD

Dec2012
Awarded  
Kinabalu PSC

Jun2013
Red  
Emperor
acquisition

Oct 2011
First oil from  
Kitan
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Core management team
Paul Blakeley’s leadership is augmented by a management team 
with significant operational and technical experience

Experience

Core management Previous employers Experience (years)

Paul Blakeley
Chairman and CEO

35

Michael Horn
EVP Corporate and Business Development

25

Dan Young
CFO

21

David Lamb
Country Manager, Indonesia

35

Ha Nguyen
Commercial Manager

14

Mark Robertson
General Manager Australia 30

Henning Hoeyland
Subsurface Manager 16

Mark Craig
Production & Development Manager 30

Management's track record and capability

l Strong ex-Talisman influence in current management team with rare blend of technical, operating and commercial capabilities
— Track record of delivering projects on budget, safe production and reservoir excellence
— Complete end-to-end technical, commercial and operating capabilities
— Recognised leaders in their country/region and/or in their core capability

l Deep long-standing relationships built over decades
— Have coached and mentored many NOC decision-makers
— Enjoy widely held relationships across Asia founded on time, trust and delivery
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Management’s track record of value creation
Asia-Pacific focused strategy with a proven business model to 
create exceptional value

History of value creation
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discovery in
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Mature oil asset in 
Carnarvon

Stalled development 
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Step-out exploration

Commercial

Improved recovery

Appraisal

Project execution

Incumbent / initial value

Value creation levers2.3x

4.8x

8.0x

2.7x

3.0x1

1 Additional value potential in the event of PSC extension

12x

7.6x

9.8x

Total value vs. initial 
value
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Highlights for the quarter ended June 30, 2017

HSE focus
l Recorded zero reportable incidents across portfolio
l Ogan Komering achieves 2.5 million man hours with no LTIü

Production 
growth

l Average production of 4,059 boe/d for the quarter, a 5.2% increase on exit production at the end of the 
prior quarter and despite a period of extended downtime at Stagü

Stable and 
predictable 

cashflows at OK

l Stable and predictable positive free cashflows at Ogan Komering, continued work on developing the 
existing discovered gas, and progress toward participation in the new PSC on industry acceptable 
terms

ü

Improved 
performance, 
efficiency and 

focus

l Executing Stag well and topside production and opex optimisation plan to increase production and 
reduce cashflow breakeven
l Stag production averaged 3,200 bbl/d from Jul 10 (change in operatorship) to Aug 28, a 24.5% 

increase under Jadestone as operator, versus the June quarter
l Further work on reshaping the portfolio and rightsizing the company

ü

Higher 
workovers at 

Stag

l Three well workovers in the quarter at Stag compared to an annual estimate of six, with two of these 
workovers to address casing integrity issues found earlier

l Higher resultant production downtime at Stag
ü

Revenue
growth

l Revenue of US$18.1mm, an increase of 5.4% on the prior quarter, arising from the benefit of a full three 
month’s of production from Ogan Komering and a higher domestic gas price in Indonesiaü

Final quarter of Stag under transitional operatorship with a heavy work period

With Stag production and costs moving into the range we anticipated, we are set for a more sustainable 
future where we can focus on further improved performance and growth
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Financial results: quarterly cash bridge
US$’000s

1 Non recurring items include Stag opex comprising US$6.9mm of workover costs above the estimated US$2.34mm per quarter, Quadrant operator charges of US$1.0mm, and regulatory approval application costs of US$0.3mm. Non-recurring
Stag capex comprises communication replacement costs associated with the changeover in operatorship. Non-recurring exploration cash inflow of US$1.0mm comprises cash proceeds from the sale of surplus Vietnamese casing inventory and
proceeds from Azimuth arising from the Bone withdrawal agreement. Non-recurring G&A comprises consultants costs associated with the change in management and related strategic restructuring of the business
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Before non-recurring items, Stag 
was approaching cashflow 

positive, despite the increased 
downtime during the quarter

Cash balance Qtly ordinary cashflow Qtly non-recurring cashflow1

Ogan Komering
contributed 

US$0.9mm in the 
June quarter
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Reserves & production
Stag’s 2P reserves increased by over 3.5mm bbls from July 2016, 
including production
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A reserves evaluation for Ogan Komering will be finalised alongside participation in the new PSC

l Stag’s 2P reserves at acquisition estimated at 14.6mm bbls
(GCA)

l 2P reserves at year end have increased to 17.8mm bbls, after 
allowing for ~355,000bbls of production, increasing 1P, 2P, and 
remaining NPV (ERC Equipose)

l Infill wells delivering longer tail production, and extending the 
economic life of the field

l Opex budget tightened.  Savings in contractor costs, 
maintenance and workover costs

Select comments

mmbbls 100% oil

mmboe
6.2% 0.0% 17.8% 5.9% 11.5% 17.8% 12.7%

Liquids (%)

2P Reserves2 and 2C Resources3 net to Jadestone, mmboe

Quarter ending 30-Jun-2017 31-Mar-20171

Crude oil/liquids, bbl/d 3,547 3,3531

Natural gas, mmbtu/d 3,072 3,0251

Total production, boe/d 4,059 3,8571

Average production

4

1 For the quarter ended March 31, 2017, average production is quarter exit production since Jadestone only acquired Ogan Komering with effect from March
2 Excludes Ogan Komering PSC. PDP: proved developed producing, PDNP: proved developed non-producing, PUD: proved undeveloped
3 Based on external resource estimates for blocks 46/07, 51 and SC56 from LR Senergy (effective Jan 1, 2016), and for block 05-1b&c from ERC Equipose (effective Jul 1, 2016)
4 Closing of the acquisition of block 05-1b&c remains subject to PVN’s statutory pre-emption right. 05-1b&c net 24% working interest after PVN automatic back-in right
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NAV bridge, US$mm NAV bridge, C$/share8
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Share	price:	C$0.398
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4

1 As of Jun 30, 2017 and including convertible drawn down (out-of-the-money based on current spot price and conversion exercise price)
2 Management current base case NAV as of Jul 1, 2017.  Assumed PSC extension scenario on current PSC terms, at 40% working interest post extension
3 Management current base case NAV as of Jul 1, 2017, including the acquisition cost and bonus payments on FID and first gas.  The acquisition of block 05-1b&c is subject to Petrovietnam’s statutory pre-
emption right. There is no certainty that Jadestone can close the transaction
4 Management current base case NAV as of Jul 1, 2017, based on pre-FEED and updated development concept of a standalone development. Nam Du includes 50% of the value from channel 22 sands 
development
5 Management current base case NAV as of Jul 1, 2017, based on LR Senergy’s Competent Persons Report dated April 5, 2016 but revised to reflect management’s views on most likely date of first production
6 Reflects estimated value of Jadestone’s drilling carry entitlement from a third party. Additional value potential is in accordance with Synergy evaluation through SC56 development
7 Upside comprises unrisked Hart upside, Ogan Komering exploration and remaining Nam Du upside
⁸ Share price as of Aug 25, 2017, CAD/USD exchange rate of 1.2481 (Aug 25) and fully diluted shares of 221.3mm
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Subject to PVN pre-emption3Existing JSE asset Subject to PVN pre-emption3Existing JSE asset

Embedded value in the current asset base
Downside de-risked with two cashflow generating assets and 
C$5.04+ NAV/share upside
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Future Asia-Pacific opportunities
Focus on known basins where we can deploy our skills to unlock trapped value

Target  
Area

Target  
AreaTarget  

Area

Target  
Area

Jadestone Energy core focus area Select comments

l Potential M&A opportunities must meet 
Jadestone’s strict threshold acquisition criteria

l Near term emphasis on production/free cash 
flowing assets

l Potential for significant growth through 
acquiring and exploiting areas that match 
with management’s prior track record

l Opportunities to focus on infill drilling and 
secondary and tertiary recovery techniques 
to maximise recovery

l Potential to build 2-3 free cash flowing 
businesses with multiple growth 
opportunities to deliver further value and 
returns

l Commodity price environment provides for 
attractive acquisition metrics to Jadestone

Target  
Area

Mature oil & gas basin with 
multiple paths for gas 

commercialisation and several 
assets with trapped value to be 

unlocked

Oil producing asset with 
substantial reserves currently 

lacking investment

Material mid-life asset with 
multiple brownfield & 

greenfield opportunities

Low cost oil production with 
reserves upside

Gas discoveries ready for 
commercialisation

Shortlisted opportunities offer the greatest potential to unlock significant trapped value via 
Jadestone’s technical and commercial capabilities, experience and relationships

Near sanction project providing 
infrastructure hub combined 
with near field discovery and 

low risk exploration

Mature oil asset with identified 
opportunities for recovery 

enhancement
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2017 calendar guidance

Production
l 4,300—4,800boe/d for the remainder of calendar 2017
l Approximately 10% gas

Capex l Stag infill well rescheduled to 2018, given delay in 
regulatory approvals and recent oil price volatility

Exploration l No significant incremental exploration activity for the 
remainder of the year

Opex
l Stag cash break-even below US$40/bbl at target 

production
l Ogan Komering cash break-even below US$16/bbl

Other significant potential H2 2017 events Key metrics for remainder of the calendar year

l Further improvements in Stag 
performance

l Production

l Costs

l High impact capital option(s)

l Resolution of PVN pre-emption of 05-
1b&c

l Jadestone participation in, and fiscal 
terms of, the new PSC for Ogan
Komering

l Nam Du & U Minh ODP approval

l Future inorganic growth

Key focus on H2 2017—period post transfer of Stag operatorship on July 10, 2017 
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Summary

1 Closing of the 05-1b&c acquisition is subject to Petrovietnam’s potential pre-emption. 2C resources based on 24% working interest (net of Petrovietnam’s 20% back-in right)

Delivering exceptional growth, value and cashflow through operating 
capability, technical excellence, regional knowledge and relationships

l Balanced portfolio of production and development assets, additional growth 
from efficient capital reinvestment, infill drilling and low risk exploration

l Focused on low cost & high margin energy markets, consistent with 
management’s track record and knowledge

ü New and proven business 
model now fully embedded

ü Three acquisitions in first 
nine months1

Strategic reset

l Track record of exceptional value creation in-region
l Deep second phase operating capabilities to meet growing vacuum of 

operating capability

ü Bold plan to unlock value 
through margin, growth and 
cashflow

Proven management 
team

l 05-1b&c1 is a world class asset, 32.1mm1 boe 2C net resource, and imminent 
FID

l Attractive investment returns due to large cost pool and compelling fiscal 
terms

ü Company transforming asset
ü Immediate follow-up with 

Nam Du & U Minh

Visible near-term 
development to 
deliver scale, 
cashflow & value

l Infill wells and opex reduction at Stag
l New license and commercialisation of gas at Ogan Komering
l Development of Southwest Vietnam appraised gas

ü Consistent with core strategy 
to unlock value through 
margin, growth and cashflow

Ongoing efforts to 
unlock value via 
multiple levers

l High-graded shortlist of accretive producing and appraised development 
opportunities, each with multiple reinvestment options

ü Soft/distressed APAC M&A 
market

Accretive M&A that fit 
strict acquisition 
criteria

ü Cost-covering production, 
even at very low oil prices

ü Eliminated non-carried, high-
risk, long-dated exploration

Rebalanced, focused
portfolio, and 
cashflow resilient

l Current production of circa 4,300—4,800 boe/d, cashflow positive at low oil 
prices and debt free

l Highly value accretive developments moving to FID



SELECT ASSET 
HIGHLIGHTS
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Stag
Jadestone has already implemented several initiatives to boost 
production and lower costs at Stag, while having completed its first NOPSEMA audit

OPEX highlights

A—integrity workovers on 36/37H
B—prior operator costs removed
C—removal of offshore planning function, non essential contractors
D—campaign maintenance / helicopter contract (partial)

Production highlights

E—production return of 36/37H
F—topside pressure and ESP optimisation
G—well annulus to flare and annulus water injection optimisation
H—risked (at 50%) future incremental production not included in base

Future production and opex initiatives at P50 estimates

l Digital asset live: Jun 2, 2017

l Computerised maintenance management 
system live: Jul 1, 2017

l Title & operator transfer: Jul 10, 2017

l Safety case approved: Jul 10, 2017

l Well operations management plan 
approved: Jul 12, 2017

l Environmental plan (EP) progressing

l EP audit by regulator completed

Milestones in tier 1 regulatory environment

FSO 
Operations

Well 
Workovers

Repairs and 
Maintenance

Employee 
and Labour

Air, Marine and 
Onshore Support

Insurance
Other 

Opex analysis
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Stag
Production post operator change

Implemented to date/realised

l Inherited base production managed by Prior Operator
l 36/37H workovers completed
l Topsides pressure reduced
l 38H Annulus routed to flare
l 37H Annulus routed to flare
l Annulus water optimisation
l Pump operating mode flattened (also decreased loading on pumps)
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Additional estimated gains at daily flow rates1

l Extra LP mode
l Annulus water optimisation at extra LP mode
l Cyclone management
l Parallel separator mode
l Fuel management (crude is used as a fuel)
l 36H Annulus to flare (boiler burner mod required)
l Water injection optimised (no value given)

First six 
months

Year one to 
year three

Year three 
to year five

Well/topside 
production 
optimisation

Opex optimisation

Infill drilling 

FSO optimisation 

Exploration 

Stag strategic plan

bbl/d

Well & topside production and opex optimisation plan

1 Not at planned forecast rates
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Ogan Komering outlook
Maximising returns on investment prior to PSC renewal

Operational 
excellence

l Adhering to highest HSE standards: 2.544 million manhours without LTI

l Stable, reliable production

l Process modifications at Mandala increasing sales gas by 8% with further potential to increase gas sales by re-
perforating shallow reservoirs in existing wells
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Oil Gas Gas optimisation Opex

Gas price upside
l Higher realised gas price for AAK from $5.94/mmbtu to $8.27/mmbtu, delivers additional value to the PSC

l Price differential from 2016 has been received

Progressing 
participation 
beyond PSC 

expiry

l Close engagement with Pertamina and Government officials on JSE’s participation in PSC beyond expiry

l Government’s intention is to prioritise JSE as existing partner in the PSC for future participation through 
business-to-business mechanism

l Government is revising the Gross Split policy with improved terms following feedback from industry players

Ogan Komering enjoys stable and predictable cash flows in part driven by long term fixed price 
gas sales agreements

2017 Actual & Forecast Production and Opex (Net Working Interest)
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Ogan Komering outlook
Value delivery under the new PSC

l Progress early development of existing gas 
discoveries

l Jantung Baru, North Meraksa and 
Bandar Agung ~100 bcf (gross)

l Exploration upside

l P50 prospective resource of  ~90 bcf
gas and ~20 mmbbl oil (gross)

l Future exploration activities to further 
unlock value potential

l Access to lucrative gas markets—high 
probability and rapid commercialisation

Value delivery beyond PSC renewalExisting discoveries ready to be developed

JTB testing 2016
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Vietnam Block 05-1b&c PSC
Near term development & value accretion in a very familiar neighborhood

Nam Con Son Basin

NCSP2 (Phase 1 from Thien
Ung to Bach Ho completed) 

KP75 tie-in point to NCSP1

Nhon Trach
(1200 MW)

Phu My
(3900 MW)

Gas-fired Power Plants

Existing Pipeline 

New Pipeline 

Dai Nguyet (DN)

Sao Vang (SV)

l US$14.3mm upfront purchase price for 30% participating interest

l 158bcf gas, 6mm bbls liquids 2C resource (net)1

l Fully appraised resource with FID in coming months and a cost pool in 
excess of US$0.5bn (gross)

l Pre 2010 Nam Con Son frontier fiscal terms, highly compelling

l Ideally positioned to access existing NCS pipeline to feed Phu My and 
backfill declining gas from 06-1 (Lan Tay) and 11-2 (Rong Doi)

Highlights

Asset credentials (select examples)

Subsurface knowledge: ü Ca Kiem Den discovery 2015

Relevant development 
experience:

ü PM3-CAA has 13 platforms and 150+ 
reservoirs

Successful project delivery with 
local EPC contractors:

ü HST, HSD, Song Doc: all ahead of 
schedule, and under budget

Vietnamese gas 
commercialisation experience:

ü 10+ years of supply from PM3-CAA, 
Ca Rong Do, etc.

Existing stakeholder 
relationships:

ü Longstanding relationship with 
Petrovietnam/host nation

Core area: ü Consolidates Jadestone’s Southern 
Vietnam gas-to-power core area 

1 2C resource estimates per ERC Equipoise as of 1 July, 2016. Net 24% working interest after PVN back-in

Jadestone’s acquisition remains subject to Petrovietnam’s potential pre-emption

Heritage Talisman block
Other block
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The evolution of Vietnam’s domestic gas market
Recent gas MOUs have purportedly been signed at US$9/mm BTU and above
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l Recent established domestic gas price ranging from US$7-$8/mm 
BTU

l Projects under negotiation indicate more room for price to move

l Alternative fuels (imported coal and LNG) underpin further upside

Estimated gas price range: US$7-8/mm BTU

8-10

8-12

US$/mm BTU (2016 real)

Vietnam wellhead gas pricing, US$/mmBTU Southeast Vietnam gas supply & transportation capacity, mmscfd

1
2

1 Includes an assumed imported coal price of $60-$70/tonne (FOB) for Indonesia sub-bit coal
2 Includes estimated shipping and regasification costs
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NCSP1 capacity: 770mm scf/d

NCSP2 capacity: 685mm scf/d
Phase 1 (to Bach Ho) completed. 
Phase 2 expected on-stream 2020 

l Urgent need for new Southeast gas to backfill existing supply and 
meet increasing demand

l Available ullage in existing pipelines, while NCSP2 Phase 2 will 
add significant transportation capacity (aggregate of 1,455mm 
scf/d in 2020)

mmscf/d
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Jadestone’s Southwest Vietnam gas
The route to commercialise Nam Du & U Minh will be the same as TLM’s PM-03 block

l Nam Du and U Minh 
discoveries are ~23km apart 
in adjacent Jadestone blocks 

l Immediately to the north 
of Talisman’s PM-03 block

l Development via wellhead 
platforms, tied into existing 
pipeline, to backfill PM-03

l Existing 215mmscf/d 18 
inch pipeline (potential to 
expand to 245mmscf/d)

l Delivers gas to existing 
1.5GW Ca Mau power 
complex, and 800,000 tpa
fertilizer plant

l Tho Chu likely to be 
commercialised as part of 
new pipeline infrastructure 
planned for block B 
(northwest of block 51)

l Planned 500mmscf/d, 28 
inch pipeline

l Meet southwest gas 
demand including 2.9GW 
O Mon power complex

Select commentsMalay Basin detail of Jadestone’s Southwest Vietnam gas

Planned pipeline
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Reserve
assessment
report (RAR)

Outline
development

plan
(ODP)

Field development
plan (FDP)

FEED,
EPCI bid conditioning

Gas sale agreement (GSA), 
tie-in agreements

Q1 2016 ~Q1 2018 ~Q3 2018 ~2021

RAR 
approved

FDP approved
GSA signed 
(2C à 2P)

l RAR approved by Prime Minister, Jan 2016

l ODP completed & submitted, Nov 2016

l Revised ODPs based on standalone development to be submitted 
shortly

l Discussion on commercial principles/engagements with gas 
buyers, EPC providers, regulators and other stakeholders

l Preparing for FEED 

EPC,
drilling,

installation

Q4 2016

Efforts to commercialise Nam Du and U Minh continue
Jadestone is now accelerating our preferred standalone development solution

Q3 2017

ODP re-
submitted 

(post PVEP 
withdrawal)

ODP 
submitted

ODP 
approval First gas

Select highlights

l PVEP have postponed further development of their block 46/13 
gas, previously a joint development with Nam Du (block 46/07) 
and U Minh (block 51)

l PVEP prioritising amid resource constrained circumstances

l Enables Jadestone to accelerate preferred development solution 
of a standalone project

l Development concept now substantially simpler without 
challenges from 46/13 gas, and fully controlled by Jadestone

PVEP withdrawal



APPENDIX
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Attractive value vs peers
Valuation compares favourably on reserves, production and cash flow 
metrics.  The development projects should provide further superior long-term growth

Firm	Value/2P	Reserves,	US$/boe Firm	Value/EBITDA	2017E

Firm	Value/Daily	Production,	US$/flowing	boe Firm	value/EBITDA	2018E

Peers comprise AWE, Beach, Kris, Ophir and Soco.  Source: Bloomberg as at August 2, 2017, company data and broker research
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